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Welcome Back!
Following the first month
of readjustment to the
new school year, the Blue
and Gold would like to
provide our formal
welcome to all students
and school community
members of Milton High
School!
In our first edition, we are dedicated to covering all the new
beginnings and success of our school community since our last
piece in June of last school year. We have some exciting changes
including new teachers, the raising of the Black Lives Matter flag,
and a revamped cell phone policy to accompany students
throughout the new school year.
As the Blue and Gold continues to report on the hard hitting issues
throughout the school year, we would like to remind everyone that
we are dedicated to spreading awareness and highlighting the
successes that make us stand out as a community.
If you have any suggestions or ideas you would like us to capture,
please talk to a Blue and Gold team member or stop by the library
to talk to Ms. Vega. We would love to hear anything you have to
offer.

Ariana Mossey
Raneen Salha
Kay Fagan
Xavier Bessette
Stella Murdock

Raising the BLM
Flag
By Ariana Mossey and
Raneen Salha
September 4th marked the day
Milton High School would
raise the Black Lives Matter
flag in front of a few dozen
onlookers. The flag's raising took place just before seven that
evening after a ceremony that featured many speakers and a
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musical performance. The event happened the
evening of the school-wide assembly. Most
notably, the assembly featured a list of racial
incidences that have occurred at the school,
calling action to the need for change. The
decision to raise the flag came from the school
board after a two year long push led by the
school's social justice club, M4SJ. We spoke to
the group about what it meant to them to see
the flag raised, and what they believed the next
steps were in making the school better in terms
of the racial climate. Though they are
immensely proud and hopeful for the
application of the flag, they feel the change is
only the first step.
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Checking in on Cellphones
By Olivia Couillard
This new school year starts off with a revamped cell phone
policy at Milton High School. Cell phone addiction is not just
a problem within our school but rather a global issue. 80% of
teens check their phones at least once an hour. We aren’t the
first school to put a restriction on cell phones either. In fact,
Essex also has a new cell phone policy. This new policy is
supposed to help students within the school atmosphere and
to stop distractions that social media brings to the classroom
environment. The new policy here at Milton has sparked
dialogue about cell phones and the impact they have on our
lives and school environment. I went around asking students
and teachers their thoughts on the new policy. This is what
they had to say:
Do you feel so far this new cell phone rule has
helped students?

The Reaction
It is no secret that big change sparks opinion,
and this event was no different. The cheering of
the crowd signified a localized feeling of
support, but it didn't stop there. In regards to
the change on the flagpole, Milton has received
quite a few letters and postcards from people in
other towns, most detailing their support and
pride for Milton's decision to join a growing
number of schools in the area to raise the flag.
Outside support was also present in the
ceremony on September 4th, in the form of a
long list of responses, all of which were in favor
of the cause. However, not all responses to the
change have been positive within the
community. Some claim the flag won't be the
solution to the problem, while others say they
just don't agree with the meaning of the flag. No
matter the opinion, everyone has something to
say on the subject. A few of the people we
interviewed noted that the flag raising made
them feel hopeful, and that they were excited
for what the future at Milton would be with the
new addition.

“ Yes! I have seen an improvement in student focus during
class. It seems like students are able to stay more focused
on what is going on inside of class rather than what their
friends are doing (checking snapchat, insta, walking to the
bathroom, drama, etc.) I feel like it has also helped with
behavior in the classroom as well.” Mrs.Bergeron
“I do think it has helped as I stay focused on my school work
rather than social media.” Anonymous student.
Do you yourself feel that you are addicted to your
cell phone?
“Yes, and no, Yes because when my phone is around me, I
feel the need to be on it at all times and no because I enjoy
the time that I do not have my cell phone. “Mrs.Vega
“No, I don’t know that I am older I see social media as a joke
and only about popularity.” Megan Rippie
Would you change anything about this new phone
policy?
“No, I think this policy has helped me get along better with
my students. I feel my classroom has become a less stressful
environment.” Mr.Kemp
“I would like the policy to be stricter, there's a lot of leniency
with the new policy. A lot of time I see teachers ignore the
policy rather than enforce it.” Brooke Bourdeau
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Do You Even VSCO?
By Ariana Mossey
So, what is it?
Among the current trends that filter in and out through our high schools, perhaps one of the strangest is known as VSCO
(pronounced "vis-ko"). VSCO, or more commonly VSCO girls can be recognized by their hydroflasks, colorful scrunchies,
and Crocs. Trend followers are also known to speak about saving the turtles, and will carry around reusable metal straws
to replace the single-use plastic ones that are killing the turtles. A common phrase associated with VSCO is "sksksksk,"
"and I oop," or the combination "sksksksk and I oop." Though the exact meaning is debated, Urban dictionary defines
the phrase as a substitution for the standard "haha" used in texting, or an indication of excitement.
Does it matter?
Though the impact of VSCO girls is currently unclear environmentally, it is clear that plastics are harmful to the
environment, and if the VSCO phenomenon convinced enough people to abandon straws, one can imagine that there
would be a difference. So far, however, we have no idea if VSCO will die out before it makes an impact or not.
Abandoning plastic water bottles for a reusable one is also a solid step toward being environmentally conscious. With
significant support, eliminating that use of plastic is impactful as well, though Hydroflasks water bottles cost around
$30-$40. As for VSCO fashion, scrunchies don't cause headaches and won't rip out hair, and Crocs were designed to help
with foot pain. As for "sksksks," it seems the phrase is a mystery.
Should you be a VSCO girl?
While the trend is certainly odd, the abandonment of straws and plastic water bottles are well-known ways to help our
ecosystems on the personal level. Doing those things whether or not you consider yourself a VSCO girl can still be good
for the environment.
And lastly, are you a VSCO girl?
Do you ever say “sksksks?”
Do you wear an excessive number of scrunchies?
Do you wear crocs?
Do you own a Hydroflask?
If you answered YES to any of these, you MAY BE A VSCO GIRL !
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Unfamiliar Faces
By Kaleb Wright
With each new school year comes new faces. This year at MHS we are delighted to be joined by 10 new or returning
teachers and staff members who are sure to be a positive asset to our school community! The Blue and Gold reached out
to them so they could have the opportunity to express who they are to our readers. Every one of them provided a unique
response to help our readers connect with them. Each person was asked to provide a meaningful photo of themself and a
quick memoir or piece of advice that is 6 words long or fewer. Here are their responses:

Mr. Newberry
Always take the road less travelled

Ms. Perantoni
Gimme all the pasta and dogs

Ms. Flatley
Two roads diverged.
Both are fine.

Mr. Cruz
Don’t forget to be grateful

Ms. Bryant
A whirlwind of poetry and pizza
Mr. Caccavo
To know thyself, see the world

Mr. Bushey
The cake is a lie
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